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Preface

Oracle Transactional Business Intelligence Enterprise for Human Capital Management Cloud 
Service Known Issues describes the issues for Oracle Transactional Business Intelligence 
Enterprise.

Documentation Accessibility
For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle 
Accessibility Program website at 
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc.

Access to Oracle Support
Oracle customers have access to electronic support through My Oracle Support. For 
information, visit 
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or visit 
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs if you are 
hearing impaired.

Related Documents
- Oracle Transactional Business Intelligence Enterprise for Human Capital Management Cloud 
Service Reporting and Analytics for Business Users

Conventions
The following text conventions are used in this document:

Convention Meaning

boldface Boldface type indicates graphical user interface elements associated 
with an action, or terms defined in text or the glossary.

italic Italic type indicates book titles, emphasis, or placeholder variables for 
which you supply particular values.

monospace Monospace type indicates commands within a paragraph, URLs, code 
in examples, text that appears on the screen, or text that you enter.
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1Known Issues and Deprecated Features

This section describes issues associated with Oracle Transactional Business Intelligence 
Enterprise.

Topics:
■ Known Issues

■ Deprecated Features/Commands

Known Issues

Topics:
■ HR Executive dashboard - Treemap Header Does Not Display Aggregate of 

Children

■ HR Executive dashboard - Line of Business Tree Map Shows Color As High 
Irrespective of the Data

■ HR Executive Dashboard - Back to Global Summary Link Resets Filters

■ HR Executive Dashboard - Axis sorting On 'New Hire Performance By 
Recruitment Source' Report

■ Reports in Analytics Library Folder Do Not Render

■ Graph Disappears At Selection of Certain Filters

■ Load Plan Execution Status Does Not Show Error in Oracle BI Applications 
Configuration Manager

■ Ignore Non-Fusion Applications FSM Tasks

■ Reports Show Zero or Missing Data If Pre-requisite Product Not Implemented

HR Executive dashboard - Treemap Header Does Not Display Aggregate of Children
The treemap on the Workforce Health Summary page of the HR Executive dashboard 
displays the parent department box with child departments within. However, the 
metric displayed for the parent department will only apply to the parent, not an 
aggregate of the child departments.
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HR Executive dashboard - Line of Business Tree Map Shows Color As High Irrespective 
of the Data

The treemap on the Workforce Health Summary page of the HR Executive dashboard 
will display the High range color when all values are 0.

HR Executive Dashboard - Back to Global Summary Link Resets Filters
The 'Back to Global Summary' link in the HR Executive Dashboard resets filters to the 
default values for the Dashboard.

HR Executive Dashboard - Axis sorting On 'New Hire Performance By Recruitment 
Source' Report

The horizontal axis of the New Hire Performance By Recruitment Source report on the 
Talent page of the HR Executive Dashboard displays 12, 24, 6 months.

Workaround: Edit the report definition to add a space before the 6 in the column 
formula for '6 Months' to force the sorting to be 6, 12, 24 months.

Reports in Analytics Library Folder Do Not Render
Reports in the Human Capital Management/Analytic Library/ folder might not 
render properly without applying filters. The reports are designed with filters that are 
supplied when the report is placed on a dashboard.

Workaround: Make sure that reports are placed on dashboards with dashboard 
prompts to filter the report data, or customize the reports to include filter prompts to 
limit the volume of data returned.

Graph Disappears At Selection of Certain Filters
If there is no data for a selected column, including the column selector drop down, 
then a graph that is controlled by the column selector drop down will disappear.    
Because the drop down is no longer visible, the selection cannot be changed to another 
column. For example, in the HR Executive Dashboard's Talent page, the graph 
Performance Detail includes a drop down column selector. If the selection does not 
return any data, then the column selector and graph will disappear from the page.

Workaround: Refresh the page to restore the default view for the graph.

Load Plan Execution Status Does Not Show Error in Oracle BI Applications 
Configuration Manager

While monitoring execution of long running load plans in Oracle BI Applications 
Configuration Manager, to troubleshoot the status displayed at load plan level, you 
must review the status of individual steps of a load plan. 

Ignore Non-Fusion Applications FSM Tasks
In FSM, the task 'Configure Enterprise List' might be erroneously displayed in 
non-Fusion Applications Implementation Projects, and should be ignored in that 
context.
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Reports Show Zero or Missing Data If Pre-requisite Product Not Implemented
Reports on a dashboard will display a 0 or (Missing Data) in cases where the 
associated pre-requisite product is not implemented. For example, a report that 
displays recruiting data will show 0 or (Missing Data) where Taleo or external 
recruiting data is not loaded. Another example would be reports that display payroll 
cost data where a Fusion Payroll or external recruiting data is not loaded. 

Deprecated Features/Commands
There are no deprecated features or commands at present.
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